by Maarten van Heemskerck in 1569, which illustrates the disasters encountered by the Jews in the Old Testament. One of the central questions for the artist was how to give a visual report of how the Jews, as a chosen people that fell out of favour with God, were affected by disasters and misfortune. His visual narratives demonstrate how pride, disobedience, greed, fraternal strife, and heresy influenced the fate of the Jewish people. No doubt he felt concern that his contemporaries might meet the same fate.

This brief review can only signal the cornucopia of riches contained within these two volumes: there can be little doubt that both add immeasurably to our understanding of the complex history of emotions in Renaissance and early modern European visual culture. ¶

Catherine Harding is Associate Professor of Late Medieval and Early Renaissance Italian Art at the University of Victoria. 
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Stéphanie Hornstein

Mary T.S. Schäffer, the Philadelphian botanist, adventurer, and photographer, is perhaps best known for being one of a handful of women to have braved the back country of the Canadian Rocky Mountains at the turn of the twentieth century. While her life and work have taken on particular resonance in Banff, where she settled later in life, they have also attracted attention in Canada and the United States more broadly, where her writing and photographs continue to be the source of much popular and scholarly attention. In 1992, for instance, she caught the eye of Lucy Lippard, who identified one of Schäffer’s photographs as the impetus behind her important edited volume Partial Recall: Photographs of Native North Americans. And as recently as 2011, Schäffer’s travel photographs were the subject of a publication by Michale Lang entitled An Adventurous Woman Abroad: The Selected Lantern Slides of Mary T.S. Schäffer.

However, though Schäffer may be widely recognized, it remains extremely difficult, as with all authors who make their fame through travel writing, to separate the persona from the person, the tale from the actual event. Yet this is the ambitious goal Colleen Skidmore sets herself in Searching for Mary Schäffer: Women, Wilderness, Photography, the latest addition to the University of Alberta Press’ Mountain Cairn series. In the author’s own words, this book “aspires to ask new questions and to tell new stor-
supports by recourse to Margaret Atwood’s musings on the writer’s persona and Stephen Jay Gould’s concept of “literary bias.” As for the treatment of Schäffer’s interactions with First Nations peoples, much energy is focussed on her portrait of the Beaver family, whom she met while in Îyârhe Nakoda territory, and whose members Skidmore attempts to track through governmental censuses, revealing the spottiness and gaps of those records that document Indigenous lives. As an answer to twentieth-century critics, such as Julia V. Emberley who condemn Schäffer’s work as racist opportunism, Skidmore quotes Louis Owens, a novelist and scholar of Indigenous and Irish-American descent: “It seems that a necessary, if difficult, lesson for all of us may well be that in giving voice to the silent we unavoidably give voice to the forces that conspire to effect that silence” (179). That Schäffer was a white woman who made use of her colonial privileges is certainly an important issue to consider, but what Skidmore finds far more problematic is the fact that her photographs have since been appropriated by the tourism industry, academia, and other interests to make generalist claims that do not shed further light on the actual people involved. Beyond addressing such sensitive subjects, Skidmore does an excellent job of signposting further reading. Her bibliography alone represents an important resource to anyone carrying out research on Canadian travel literature, gender studies, photography, or national parks.

Skidmore begins her book by addressing the ethical dilemmas of reprinting private or unpublished material and of writing women’s biographies, bemoaning the fact that “women’s personas ... are rarely reconstructed without attention being paid to the woman’s intimate relationships, especially marriage (or lack of it!” and that “most writers of Schäffer’s life refer to her by her first name only ... [which is] jarring and presumptuous” (41). Much of the opening chapter is dedicated to a survey of the praise and criticisms directed at Schäffer over the years. In particular, Skidmore touches on the problems of various republications of Schäffer’s work, such as E. J. Hart’s A Hunter of Peace (1980), which included a verbatim transcript of Schäffer’s 1911 memoir Old Indian Trails of the Canadian Rocky Mountains, but failed to maintain the original relationship between the writing and its photographic illustrations. Skidmore also remarks that few scholars who have accused Schäffer of being affected, bourgeois, or colonial in her attitudes have taken the pains to look much beyond Schäffer’s published output, which they often take to be of a documentary nature rather than memoirs. “Over-reading photographs,” Skidmore warns, “is easily done; but, like reading narrative literally rather than literarily, it leads to unsupported and misleading claims, and strips the image of the nuances and complexities of looking and looking back that are at play” (177). Skidmore makes it clear that her aim is not to make Schäffer either a whipping post or a saint, but to provide readers with a more nuanced understanding of her as someone who worked just as much within as against gender and racial conventions, and whose many projects—whether botanical publications, survey maps, or photographic essays—should be read as collaborative endeavours that encompass a far greater cast of characters than is usually acknowledged.

The introduction is followed by four geographic and roughly chronological chapters, each headed by a letter to or from Schäffer—an editorial choice that allows us to imagine Skidmore herself sitting through hundreds of pages of correspondence. Schäffer is first introduced to the reader as the wife of the eminent botanist Charles Schäffer, thanks to whom she is initiated into Philadelphia’s many erudite groups, from the Academy of Natural Sciences to the Photographic Society and the Geological Society. It is her husband’s research and eventual death that brings her to the Rockies, year after year, to complete the work they began on alpine flora. The next two chapters are devoted to her subsequent expeditions into the mountains and her growing association with Molly Adams, a fellow American whose bushwhacking enthusiasm matched Schäffer’s own. This is the Schäffer most are familiar with, the one who trekked through the brush beyond the Canadian Pacific tracks, who befriended Îyârhe Nakoda tribes, and who located the mythic Chaba Imne lake (now Maligne Lake), as told in her highly acclaimed adventure account, Old Indian Trails. Here, Skidmore stresses how Schäffer’s best-known work would not have been possible without the help of Adams, whom Schäffer herself credited for her photographic contributions to Old Indian Trails. The assistance received from different mountain guides the women hired is also highlighted by Skidmore, as is that of the many Indigenous peoples Schäffer and Adams encountered along their travels. The final chapter is concerned with the four-month trip Schäffer and Adams made to Japan in 1908. In this vastly different setting, the two women’s interests appear to have been more ethnographic than botanical or geographic, with the pair spending a good few weeks recording the Ainu and the Atayal, Japan’s Indigenous communities. The voyage ends in tragedy with the death of Adams, and Schäffer returns home alone to embark on other notable, but less-famous adventures.

Such is Schäffer’s life as Skidmore tells it, and this makes for a pleasant read, to be sure. However, despite claims that the book “proceeds from Schäffer’s visual practices, particularly photography,” (45) the more avid photography historian will be left hungry for more. The medium itself, along with the various formats
Schäffer’s albums. The prolific Mary M. Vaux, who is mentioned several times in the text, is only granted two photographs that, in any case, present Schäffer as their subject. More could have been included here to give a greater sense of Schäffer’s position among her peers.

These quibbles aside, Searching for Mary Schäffer does accomplish the revisionist mission it set out to achieve. Skidmore’s language is compelling and clear, and when she takes the time to slow down her storytelling and provide an in-depth analysis of an image, it is done with brilliance. This is especially true of her handling of the striking cover photograph, She Who Coloured Slides, a hand-tinted glass slide that Schäffer painted and that portrays her, but which was taken by Adams, and which displays a buckskin coat skilfully made by an unknown Métis woman. As such, this image serves as a fulcrum for Skidmore’s various reflections concerning Schäffer’s self-presentation, the impact of visual mediation on her work, her conception of the Rockies as a “peopled wildness,” and her interactions with other women and Indigenous peoples. Skidmore’s readers will be left not only with an alternate interpretation of Schäffer’s life and work, but with useful strategies for tackling the mythic auras of other figures that loom large in the public imaginary.
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Joana Joachim

In the early weeks of May, the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) welcomed its patrons and a series of special guests from various Black Canadian communities to the opening reception of two exhibitions: From Africa to the Americas: Face to Face, Picasso Past and Present and Here We Are Here: Black Canadian Contemporary Art. These exhibitions were presented side by side in a continuous layout. The Picasso exhibition presented an overview of Western attitudes regarding art from Africa, Oceania, and the Americas, and purported to tell “the story of ‘the museum of the Other,’ from the legacy of a colonial world to its current redefinition as a globalized one.”¹ The exhibition also featured several contemporary African diasporic artists, thus placing them in direct conversation with the colonial histories broached. Here We Are Here, on the other hand, called into question established perspectives on Blackness in Canada through the work of eight contemporary artists—Sandra Brewster, Michèle Pearson Clarke, Charmaine Lurch, Esmaa Mohamoud, Bushra Junaid, Gordon Shadrach, Sylvia D. Hamilton, and Chantal D. Gibson—who “blur the longstanding perception that Black bodies belong on the edge of Canadian history.”² This iteration of the exhibition, which was initially presented earlier in the year at the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) in Toronto, also included three Montreal artists: Eddy Firmin, Manuel Mathieu, and Shanna Strauss. Here We Are Here aims